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Capturing VR Video 
 
 

Beginner 
What do you like or dislike about shooting with consumer/prosumer “all-in-one” devices like 

the Samsung Gear 360 or the Ricoh Theta S? 
 

What are your steps in planning for a VR shoot? Do you storyboard? What do the 
storyboards look like? What do your scripts look like? 

 
What scares you the most about shooting VR? If you have already shot in VR, what was the 

most difficult part of the experience? 
 
 

Intermediate 
What do you like or dislike about shooting with the following cameras/rigs: 

Nokia OZO 
Jaunt One 

GoPro Odyssey with the Google Jump system 
Rigs coming out of Hong Kong 

 
Is stereoscopic 360 always better than monoscopic 360? 

 
Has anyone constructed or shot with the Facebook rig proposed last year? 

 
Have you tried shooting with a rig attached to a drone or an RC car/platform? What issues 

have you encountered? 
 

What’s better – a rig with more cameras or less? 
 
 

Advanced 
 

How do you capture stabilized moving shots? Can you just “fix it in post”? 
 

Why is a GoPro-based rig better/worse than the professional “all-in-one” solutions? 
 

Is a “360 degree lens” feasible? 
 

What are your thoughts on the Lytro Immerge? 
 

Do you have a stance on the “true” vs. “computer-derived” stereoscopic debate? 
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Audio: Capture, Post-Production, Listening 
 

Beginner 
How important is spatial audio in a VR experience? 

 
What does ambisonic mean? What is the difference between 1st order and 2nd order 

ambisonics? 
 

What do you like/dislike about using the Zoom H2n for capturing audio? Should you shoot in 
the special YouTube Ambix format or convert the 4 channel audio in post? 

 
Intermediate 

“All-in-one” solutions like the Nokia Ozo and Jaunt One capture many channels of audio 
right in the camera. Is this a perfect solution to capturing ambisonic audio? Why or why not? 

 
What does your spatial audio workflow consist of? Which software products are you using? 

 
Have you tried working with the Facebook Spatial Audio Workstation? Do you use it with 

Pro Tools or Reaper? What difficulties have you encountered? 
 

What are your thoughts on Dolby Atmos, particularly as it applies to VR? 
 

What are your thoughts on Dysonic’s solutions, such as Rondo360? 
 

What has your experience been with ambisonic microphones like the Core Tetra? Have you 
tried the newer ambisonic microphone from Sennheiser? 

 
YouTube and Oculus Video accept the Ambix format. What is the channel 

order/configuration of Ambix? How does this compare to surround sound for normal 2D 
films? 

 
Advanced 

What does “dipole” mean and how can one track in a wav file the information about sound 
coming from both the left and right, or front and back, or top and bottom? 

 
For realistic binaural audio for VR purposes, should you shoot with a dummy head like Fritz 

or use an ambisonic microphone with a HRTF (head-related transfer function)? 
 

Are you happy with Ambix? If not, what would you want in an audio codec made just for 
VR? 

 
OSSIC X headphones are over-ear headphones with four transducers in each headphone 

that point up, down, forward and back (not a single transducer inward like normal 
headphones). These headphones can also capture the distance between your ears and 

feed that back to the computer system to create a custom HRTF. Is something like this the 
future of truly customized VR experiences? Why or why not? 
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Platforms, Headsets and Exhibiting 
 

Beginner 
Has your VR experience played in a VR showcase or film festival? What did you like or 

dislike about how your content was handled? 
 

What is your favorite platform for your cinematic VR content? 
 

Would you consider ethical implications before showing viewers potentially disturbing 
content? What if the surprise element served a particular goal of the piece? 

 
Should VR works describe if they are best viewed seated or standing? Should VR 

experiences contain a 10 second countdown for demoing purposes? 
 

Intermediate 
What is your favorite device to demo your content with, particularly for crowds? Do you find 

headset-makers are helpful to VR creators generally, and you specifically? 
 

Do you have any tips or horror stories from showing your content to a large crowd? 
 

What problems do you encounter when showing people VR for the first time?  
 

What is the best reaction you’ve ever seen after a viewer’s first time? 
 

What features do you need in a platform before you will use it for demoing for a crowd? 
Which features do you wish the platforms had that would assist in exhibiting? 

 
What are the most important factors for the best VR viewing experience? A quiet 
environment? A closed off environment away from the physical bustle of crowds? 

 
What is the longest comfortable viewing time for a VR experience? 

 
Do you think public location-based experiences (LBEs) are the future of the way that we will 

view VR experiences? 
 

Advanced 
How many VR features have you seen and was it a comfortable viewing experience? 

 
Do you believe in having viewers sign liability waivers? Why or why not? 

 
Is “giving in” to a VR experience similar to undergoing hypnosis? Why or why not? 

 
What are your thoughts on Facebook 360’s view-dependent adaptive streaming and use of 

triangular projection? 
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Visual Post-Production: Stitching, Editing, Cleanup 
 

Beginner 
 

What is your favorite stitching software? 
 

How short of a cut is too short in VR? 
 

Do any editing techniques used in film carry over to VR? Match cuts? J and L cuts (cutting 
audio separate from picture)? 

 
What would you say is your “tolerance” for visible stitching errors in finished experiences? 

 
When you have VR production questions, where do you go to seek answers? 

 
 

Intermediate 
 

How do the major stitching softwares compare to one another? 
Autopano Video Pro/Autopano Giga 

VideoStitch with PTGUI 
Nuke with CaraVR 

 
What are your thoughts on using plugins like Mettle Skybox or Dashwood Cinema’s VR 

tools? 
 

What tricks have you learned in cleaning up footage? 
 
 

Advanced 
 

What are the pros and cons of “cloud stitching” like Google Jump or Jaunt’s system? Do 
they lose resolution during the process? 

 
How long have you found it takes Jaunt and Jump to process VR footage through cloud 

stitching? 
 

What features would you like to see added to the current, more manual, stitching solutions? 
 

If a new video codec was made just for cinematic VR, what elements would you want 
included? Would footage still be equirectangular or would it be in cubemap (or another 

shape)? 
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Virtual Reality as a New Storytelling Medium  

 
 

Beginner 
 

What is your favorite piece of cinematic VR content? 
 

How is VR similar and different from the following mediums: 
Film 

Video Games 
Immersive Theater 

 
Do you think having VR critics (like those for other mediums like movies or books) would 

help or hamper the VR industry at this early stage? 
 
 

Intermediate 
 

If VR was compared to film, what would be some of your favorite VR “shots”? 
 

Do you feel adding interactivity (similar to the type found in video games that affects 
ongoing story elements) adds, takes away, or does not affect a viewer’s ability to empathize 

with characters and the overall narrative? 
 

People of the late 1800’s found moving pictures incredibly immersive. Viewing the footage 
they saw, we likely wouldn’t agree. Do you believe what we find immersive now will also 

change? 
 
 

Advanced 
 

What role does spatial orientation play in a viewer’s ability to comprehend the ongoing story 
in a VR experience? Does it cause similar issues to violation of the “180 Rule” found in film? 

 
Does a high frame rate affect a viewer’s ability to follow a story, similar to what we’ve seen 

in film with the Hobbit at 48 FPS and Ang Lee’s latest film which was 120 FPS?  
 

Do VR experiences risk a greater danger of breaching the “Uncanny Valley” than other 
mediums? 
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Future: Volumetric, Additional Senses and the Role for A.I. 

 
 

Beginner 
 

What are your thoughts on the work of volumetric video capture companies like 8i, 
Uncorporeal and Depth Kit? Do you like the look of photogrammetry backgrounds combined 

with volumetrically-captured live actors? 
 

Do you think scent would add to a VR experience? Name an experience that really could 
have used it and one where it would have hampered the experience. 

 
Intermediate 

 
Pixels are a unit of measure for resolution in two dimensions. Voxels are a unit of measure 

for three dimensions. Can you envision a day when VR experiences are judged by their 
resolution in voxels, like how we experienced previous debates in resolution, such as DVD 

vs. Blu-Ray? 
 

HypeVR’s camera array and LIDAR allows for capturing video footage in all directions with 
depth information. Is this an effective way to create an immersive theater-esque VR 

experience? Why or why not? 
 

Do you think a TV show like Westworld is a good representation of what will eventually be 
possible in storytelling when A.I. combines with VR? Westworld exists in the physical world 

– does it make more sense if it took place in virtual reality? 
 

Advanced 
 

What role can artificial intelligence play in assisting in the production of VR footage? Can 
computer vision be useful in correcting discrepancies in objects a computer can recognize – 

like say if a Coke can had a stitching error, the computer would know to fix it? 
 

A good portion of nausea produced by VR experiences is due to the illusion of self-motion 
or visual vection (our eyes see that we’re moving and vestibular system says that we’re 
not). Can you think of a practical hardware solution to this problem? Would adding even 
some level of responsive vibrations, say for example from a Subpac, alleviate the issue? 

 
What role do you think Quantum Computing will play in the development of the VR 

industry? 
 

What are the best examples of A.I. and I.o.T. (Internet of Things) that you've seen in a VR 
work?  

 


